
Solution Brief

Telehealth Triage 
Direct to Consumer

Screen and Triage patients for infectious diseases, Like COVID-19

Patients
+ Immediate access to provider from home
+ Use own device (iOS/Android mobile,

Windows/Mac)
 + One-click access
+ No software installation needed

Patient phones the Provider call center

Interested in learning more?
Our experts are here to help
www.vitelnet.com 703-762-9992 info@vitelnet.comI I

Telehealth Triage Step-by-step

Provider call center:
A. Searches for patient record
  + If new, creates a new patient record
  + If existing, confirms demographics

B.  Creates telehealth encounter/appointment

Software sends email or text to patient with 
portal link

Patient:
A.  Clicks on portal link
B.  Quickly answers and submits triage questions
C.  Enters virtual waiting room

Clinician / Case Manager
A.  Logs into ViTel Net application
B. Initiates video consult to begin consultation
C. Documents encounter within the portal
D. Summary note auto-generated upon completion

COVID-19 Initial screening documentation with on-demand, virtual waiting 
room and live video
Ideal for both existing and new patients

Healthcare organizations, primary care, and 
specialty care networks
+ Immediate deployment using clinicians’ and

+ Click-to-join simplicity – nothing to install
+ Leverage your existing call center for in-bound

+ Highly scalable with cost effective, per provider

+ Secure, HIPAA-compliant
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Benefits

Remote Critical Care
SCALABLE CONNECTED CARE

Remote care teams can round on or support on-demand 
consults for patients from the nurses’ station or a remote 
location.
Minimize the need for staff to enter the isolation unit for 
greater staff safety and decreased demand for PPE.
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Remotely manage patients in your isolation units

Auto-connect enabled mobile telehealth devices for unmanned
 utilization
Observe the patient and medical devices in the isolation room
with remote controlled, pan-tilt-zoom camera or tablet camera

Multi-party conferencing for care team collaboration

SCALABLE CONNECTED CARE
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Remote Critical Care

Remote care teams can round on or support on-demand 
consults for patients from the nurses’ station or an off-site 
location. 
Minimize the need for staff to enter the isolation unit for 
greater staff safety and decreased demand for PPE.

Optional add-ons
EHR integration for seamless work and data flow

Embedded medical imaging with PACS integration
+
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Auto-answer enabled mobile telehealth workstations for 
unmanned utilization
Remotely controllable pan-tilt-zoom camera to observe 
patient and devices in the isolation room
Multi-party conferencing for care team collaboration 

Features Benefits
Point of care auto-answer to check on patients or residents
Remote controlled camera with Follow My Finger™ 
technology for clinicians
Documentation capabilities during remote visit
Future-proof, cloud-based, HIPAA secure platform and 
hosting (no extra hosting charges)

Minimize staff exposure to infectious disease
Reduce consumption of scarce PPE resources
Optimize staff and resources through automated 
prioritization of patients
Enhance medical readiness and population health
No downloads or installation
Includes full maintenance and 24/7 support 
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Our vCareCommand™ cloud platform supports scheduled routine rounding, as well as on-demand 
consults for patient state changes. 

Easy to use – just click & go with intuitive interface and EHR integration for automated census 
management

Interested in learning more?
Our experts are here to help

703-762-9992www.vitelnet.com  info@vitelnet.com
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Interpreter-on-Demand integration
Integrated medical examination devices

||

Remotely manage patients in your isolation units

Embedded medical imaging with PACS integration
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+ Integrated medical examination devices
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